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ABSTRACT ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Steel moment-resisting frames (MRF) are widely used in the United States to resist seismic forces. MRFs have many advantages, including high ductility, architectural
versatility, and vetted member and connection detailing requirements. However, MRFs require large members to meet story drift criteria. The low elastic stiffness of MRF can
also result in greater drift-induced nonstructural damage compared to stiffer systems. Moreover, strong-column-weak-beam requirements can result in significant member
sizes, and – even in the cases where strong-column-weak-beam requirements are satisfied – MRFs can still be vulnerable to story mechanisms in one or a few stories.
Recently, the concept of a strongback has been utilized successfully to delay or prevent story mechanism behavior in braced frames. The strongback is represented by a steel
truss or spine column that is designed to remain essentially elastic, thus allowing the system to transfer inelastic demands across stories. Although the strongback can result in
more uniform story drifts and reduced drift response, the elastic nature of the strongback can result in amplified higher-mode force demands. This study characterizes the
dynamic response of the retrofit of an MRF with a strongback spine, particularly the higher-mode accelerations and force demands. The base MRF is designed and specially
detailed to dissipate energy. The addition of the strongback could also result in relaxed strong-column-weak-beam design requirements. Story drifts and higher-mode forces
are compared for strongbacks with varying stiffness and strength with respect to the MRF. Several ground motions are considered to determine which cases produce the
largest drifts and higher-mode forces. The results of this study will be used to inform the design of a shake table test using the strongback as a retrofit scheme at E-defense.
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Site-specific ground motions for Oakland selected for a probability of exceedance of 10% in 50 years [Baker, 2010]
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